Abstract-This paper proposes a low-complexity signal shaping scheme for the transmission of non-binary symbols generated by sources with memory over the AWGN channeL It is based on using the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [1] and standard two dimensional (QAM) constellations. The constellation points are driven based on the first order probabilities of the BWT output symbols so that shaping gain is maximized. The proposed system is an extension of the one introduced in [2] for binary sources. To evaluate its performance, the corresponding average energy per transmitted symbol is compared with that obtained when using an ideal source encoder followed by a standard uncoded QAM transmission scheme. In addition, it is shown that the power gain ratio between both systems can be assessed based on the Kullback-Leibler divergence between the first order probability distributions of the BWT output symbols and the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability distribution, obtained under the constraint of achieving an entropy equal to the entropy-rate of the original source.
I. INTRODUCTION
We consider non-binary sources with memory generating M-Ietter symbols (M > 2). It is assumed that the entropy rate 1i of the source is greater than 1 bit per source symbol and that the generated information is to be transmitted over an AWGN channel in the bandwidth limited regime, that is, using a transmission scheme capable of sending more than two bits per 2-real dimensions, i.e., with a spectral efficiency p larger than 2. The standard approach has been to separate the encoding process in two parts: first, a source encoder capable of compressing the source up to its theoretical limit, given by the source's entropy rate 1i, followed by a channel coded modulation scheme able to support the required spectral efficiency, such as lattice codes or lattice-type trellis codes. The total channel coding gain of such a scheme is the sum of two coding gains, one due to the minimum separation between points in the high-dimensional lattice used by the constellation, and another coming from the choice of the particular set of 2!:l,f points from the N-dimensional lattice.
This latter contribution has come to be known as shaping gain [4] . Shaping gain is upper bounded by � e (1.53 dB), and this maximum is achieved when implementing high-dimensional spherical constellations driven by an uniform distribution 1 • Practical implementations use trellis shape schemes in an infinite-dimensional sequence space. In this paper we focus on coding schemes that only implement shaping gain. In particular, it proposes a low complexity signal shaping scheme for two dimensional M x M -QAM constellations. It uses the reversible Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT) [1] to convert the temporal redundancy of the memory source in a symbol wise redundancy in such a way that the first order probabilities of the BWT output non-binary symbols are used to drive the QAM constellation so that the shaping gain is maximized. The proposed scheme is an extension of the uncoded scheme introduced in [2] suitable for binary sources and 2 x 2-QAM constellations. In [5] a channel coded transmission scheme is also proposed where the BWT is applied to a Turbo code (p < 2) in order to improve the coding efficiency when sending the information generated by binary sources.
Since the performance of the proposed scheme only depends on the statistical properties of the source, a fair comparison of our system would be with one that employs an ideal source encoder followed by a standard uncoded QAM modulation scheme. The conditions in which our proposed system outper forms this ideally encoded scheme will be analyzed and char acterized in terms of shaping gain. To that end, the Kullback Leibler divergence or relative entropy [3] will be computed between the first order probability distributions at the output of the BWT and the Maxwell-Boltzmann probability distribution obtained under the constraint of achieving an entropy equal to the entropy rate of the source. The reason behind using this measure of the difference between probability distributions lies on the fact that the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution is known to be optimal in achieving maximum shaping gain given a constellation and therefore, will give an upperbound on performance.
The remainder of the paper is outlined as follows. In Section II we describe the proposed system. To simplified the description of the scheme, we first focus on non-uniform memory less sources. The natural extension to sources with memory is then made possible thanks to the properties of the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT). The performance of the proposed scheme is compared with that of a standard uncoded QAM scheme with ideal source coding. A general expression to evaluate the power gain between both systems is provided in terms of the Kullback-Leibler divergence. Section III presents two numerical examples and the results are discussed. Finally, some concluding remarks are given in Section IV.
II. PROPOSED SCHEME
A. Particular case of Memoryless Sources
We begin by first considering a discrete memory less source (OMS) with M output letters2 {ai } f!l' and probability dis tribution p � {p(ai)} f!l ' Section II-B will cover the more interesting case of sources with memory.
Let A � {ru, ... , r M M } denote the set of points of the considered M x M-QAM constellation, and dmin the corre sponding minimum distance between adjacent points. Observe that the projection of A into one dimension give rise to a M PAM constellation with points located at
By mapping each pair (ai, aj ) of source letters into a QAM constellation point r ij' the resulting energy per two dimensions
i=l j=l and the normalized symbol rate is given by R = log2 M binary symbols per 2-D. Define E;(p) to be the minimum achievable energy given a probability distribution p of the source, that is
where 7r : M -+ M, denotes a permutation mapping. Notice that when transmitting the constellation points over an AWGN channel the resulting probability of error depends on the min imum distance dmin between the points of the constellation A and not in the particular mapping used. The probability of error per two dimensional symbol can be approximated by (3) where No is the one sided noise power spectral density (WlHz), and Q( . ) denotes the standard Q-function.
2 Without loss of generality we assume M to be even.
Consequently, given a source distribution p � {p(ai)} f!l and a M x M-QAM constellation, the minimum average energy for any probability of error, achieved by any uncoded scheme is given by E;(p).
I) Comparison between Optimal Point Assignment and
Ideal Source Coding: We now would like to compare the above achieved average energy per source symbol with that obtained when using the concatenation of an ideal source encoder followed by a standard uncoded modulation using channel symbols belonging to the constellation A. We assume that the encoder removes all the redundancy of the source and returns coded symbols with an equiprobable alphabet of V letters. Notice that the compression rate of this ideal source encoder is given by Hv(p), where Hv(-) stands for the information entropy base V and p represents the probability distribution of the source letters. After compressing, each letter of the coded symbols are mapped to a point in the baseline constellation A, but now having V x V signal points instead of M x M. The energy per two dimensions of this concatenated system is given by (4) where p = 2H2(P) is the spectral efficiency of this concate nated system in bits per two dimensions. Notice that both systems will render practically the same probability of error since they use constellations with the same minimum distance dmin. However, to make a fair comparison we also need to maintain the same normalized symbol rate3, that is, R = log2 M binary symbols per 2-D. Since for each source symbol the encoder produces H v (p) symbols with an alphabet of V letters, the normalized rate of both schemes will be equal whenever V is such that makes H v (p) = l.
Therefore, this restricts4 the value of the encoded symbol alphabet to be V = 2 H 2 (p) _ Under these conditions, the ratio between the powers re quired by both systems to achieve the same BER is given by
E s dm in (2P -1) Whenever this quantity is less than one « 0 dB), our scheme outperforms the ideal source encoded concatenated system. Since our communication scheme is uncoded, the power ratio obtained above is merely shaping gain and there fore it should be lower bounded by 6/(1Te) (-1.53 dB). This is shown in Appendix A.
2) Comparison with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:
It is known that the Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distribution (PM B) achieves the highest shaping gain for any given constel lation and any given entropy H2(PMB) [4] . Consequently, the power gain G in expression (5) should be minimum whenever the distribution of the source symbols P equals PM B. Based on this fact, one could compare the given distribution P with PM B and obtain in this way a measure of how far we are from achieving this minimum gain. Notice that in this comparison the entropy of both distributions should be equal, that is,
where the parameter AM > 0 controls the entropy of the resulting PM B distribution. Therefore, AM should be such that p = 2H2(PMB). It can be shown that the entropy H2(PMB)
can be written as AME;(PMB) H2(PMB)
where E; (PM B) is the resulting energy per two dimensions of the constellation A when the probability distribution of the source follows the MB distribution, i.e.
E ;(PMB)
over a pe r m utat i o n s 11" i=l j=l Therefore, for any other distribution P E * ( ) > E * ( )
On the other hand, E; (p) is upper bounded by E; (Pw ) where pw is the probability distribution that yields the maximum energy (or minimum shaping gain) after optimal mapping. This distribution is given by
where a is chosen so that pw satisfies the fixed entropy condition. This can be checked by noticing that any distri bution obtained by a perturbation of Pw (and keeping the same entropy) will necessarily decrease the energy of the constellation after performing the optimal mapping. Therefore, given M and a spectral efficiency p, we can calculate the minimum G M B and maximum Gw achievable gains by using distributions PMB and pw, respectively. The power gain of any other distribution {Pi};'! l will be located between these two bounds. Figure 2 plots the values of these bounds versus p, for a source with M = 8 output letters. Shown in this figure is also the 0 dB line. Any scheme with a gain below this line will outperform to the standard ideal source encoded scheme. Since the performance of our proposed scheme only de pends on the disparity between the given source distribution P and the corresponding MB distribution PM B, it is reasonable to try to express the power gain G in expression (5) as a function of the distance between these two distributions. A common measure of distance between two probability distributions is the Kullback-Leibler divergence or relative entropy defined as
The Kullback-Leibler divergence does not fulfill the con ditions to be a real metric, but it turns out that there is a simple relationship between the Kullback-Leibler divergence D (p ll pMB) and G. It is easy to show that
and substituting this expression into (5) yields the sought relation
Notice that since D (p ll pMB) = 0 iff P = PMB, expression (12) is an alternative way of showing (by using an information theoretic expression rather than by analysis) that for a given p, PM B is indeed the distribution that minimizes the energy of the constellation. For large p Appendix A shows that (13) is lower-bounded by 6/(1Te), and this bound is achieved when M -+ 00 and P -+ PMB·
B. Application to sources with memory
Let us now consider a source with memory, with an alphabet of M letters and entropy rate 1-£ M (p) < 1. In this situation the standard scheme using an ideal source encoder will render an energy per 2D given by 
We would like to compare this energy with the energy obtained by our previous scheme. However, it is clear that our previous scheme is no longer valid to exploit shaping gain, since the redundancy of the source is not seen symbol wise but time-wise. In other words, although the entropy rate 1-£ M (p) < 1, the entropy per letter H M (p) can be close to one. Therefore, one needs to transform the temporal redun dancy of the source into spatial redundancy before applying the scheme. This is done by partitioning the output source sequence into blocks of K symbols and transforming these blocks using the Burrows-Wheeler Transform (BWT). The BWT algorithm will rearrange the symbols inside a block in such a way that they become approximately independent, with a probability distribution that is now time dependent (i.e., the BWT output process becomes cyclostationary with period K). Let Pk denote the probability distribution of the BWT transformed symbol at position 1 ::; k ::; K, and E;(P k) the corresponding energy with optimal point assignment. In this situation, everything stated before holds for every time instant k. However, the overall energy is now obtained by averaging E; (Pk) over a block, that is, K E ; (p) = � L E ;(Pk) � (E;(P k )). k=l Let PM B be the MB distribution with the parameter AM such that H2(PMB) = 1-£2(P). Then from expression (12), the average energy can be written as
where P k = 2H2(P k). The average power gain G can now be written as
Assuming that when the BWT block length K increases without bound the BWT transformed symbols become inde pendent, the following limit will hold
Therefore, for K large it is reasonable to approximate ( ' ) = ( H2(P k )) by 1-£2(P)' Using this approximation and the fact that 1-£2(p) = H2(PMB), expression (17) reduces to G:::: ::
where the approximation is tight for large K. Notice that if the sequence {Pk } f=l has all its terms equal to a fixed probability distribution Pti such that its entropy H2(Pti) = 1-£2, the above expression for G reduces to expression (13) with P = 21-£2' That is, the G that would be obtained by a memoryless source with an entropy H2 equal to the entropy rate of the original memory source, and letter distribution Pti.
Furthermore, G is lowerbounded by
that is, the same lowerbound found for the case of a memo ryless source but now using 1-£2(P) instead of H2(P) '
III. EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
We give two examples of sources with memory and com pute the corresponding power gain G. Both sources have an alphabet of M = 6 letters and are chosen to have a similar entropy rate 1-£2(P) :::: :: 2.175 bits and therefore the same effective spectral efficiency of P = 4.35 bits/2D. However, one is modeled by a Markov chain whereas the other by a Hidden Markov model (HMM). To obtain the probability profile {p df =l at the output of the BWT for such a source, we first set the source block length to K = 64000 M -ary symbols drawn from the set { aI , ... , aM }. We approximate the sought probability profile Pk � {P1, ... ,p r } by using frequency of occurrence as
A. Source modeled by a Markov Chain
where t k( q) denotes the output symbol of the BWT at position k E {I, ... , K} and block q E {l. .. , Q }, and lI(tk(n) = 0) is an indication function taking value 1 when its argument is true and 0 otherwise. The estimated probability profile averaged over Q = 60000 different MC source blocks is shown in Figure 4 . Given the probability profile we can apply the optimal map ping method so that the minimum energy of the constellation can be calculated at every time instant k. The entropy of the probability profile at the output of the BWT varies between 2.15 and 2.38 bits, and the average entropy (which actually should meet the entropy rate) is close to 2.175 bits. Figure 5 shows the instantaneous gain for the considered source, which gives G � 0.60 dB on average.
B. Source modeled by a Hidden Markov Model
In this case the source is modeled by a 6-state HMM with M = 6 output letters. The state transition and output We are using the same block length (K = 64000) and averaging over the same number of blocks (Q = 60000). The probability profile obtained after the BWT is shown in Figure  6 (next page).
Spectral efficiency (bitsf2D) For this source the average power gain is G � -0.69 dB, which means that we achieve better performance by using the BWT and the optimal mapping rather than the ideal source compressor. Figure 7 (next page) depicts the gain of the considered source for each time instant and the average shaping gain. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have proposed a communication system that integrates the block sorting Burrows-Wheeler Transform with an optimal energy allocation scheme for non-binary sources with memory. Depending on the joint probability distribution of the source, our proposed system outperforms a system consisting of an ideal source encoder followed by an uncoded QAM modula tion scheme. Furthermore, we have shown that the power gain ratio between these two schemes can be determined solely by the entropy rate of the source and the average Kullback-Leibler divergence between the first order probability distributions of the BWT output symbols and the Maxwell-Boltzmann proba bility distribution, obtained under the constraint of achieving an entropy equal to the entropy-rate of the source.
---Max well Boltzmann -Instantaneous gain
• Average gain ---Worst distribution Proof Recall from Section II-A that given a memoryless source with symbol alphabet of M letters, probability distri bution P and entropy H2(P), the power gain ratio G is given by expression (13), that is,
mtn and E: (p, M, p) can be written as
where PMB denotes the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution (6) obtained under the constraint of achieving the same entropy than the one of the source, and p = 2H2(P)' Clearly, this expression is lower bounded by setting p Next, we show that the last limit converges to and we get the sought result. For large p this bound reduces to 6/(7re). 
